THE FULL LID
22nd October 2021
Bonjour, chumrades! The Full Lid is here to lighten your inbox and help
close out your week. I'm Alasdair, your intrepid writer and in the editorial
seat is as ever the amazing Marguerite.
We have A Plan, and That Plan is This: to give you a weekly 5 p.m. chunk of
pop culture enthusiasm, career notes, reviews and anything else that I've
enjoyed this week. Think of it as email, but good!
This week with added Tom Hardy! In honour of Handsome Bob (CW: Early
'00s homophobia, a couple of bad haircuts and surprising emotional
nuance for a Guy Ritchie movie!) himself gracing our screens once again in
Venom 2: The Odd Symbiote, I've collected some of his best and least well
known performances.
Oh and could I interest you in Contents?
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Nothing But Blackened Teeth
Editor's note: Spoilers as to the premise; mention of suicide
As a wedding present, five friends spend the night in a haunted, Heian-era
mansion.
As a punishment, five people bound together by time and crippling bonds
spend one last night at the edge of their tolerances.

As an offering, five people are put before a house as desperately lonely as it
is murderously ravenous.
Cassandra Khaw's work is essential regardless of genre and here they take
the traditional haunted house story and turn it into something subtler,
sadder, and infinitely more disturbing. This is haunting as inevitability, the
post-modern self awareness that Randy Meeks cursed the genre with
repositioned into a map with no directions, a spell with no ending. Nothing
but the pained, wide-eyed awareness of your death being in the same room
with you with and only time standing in the way. And when was time
ever on your side (unless you're Denzel Washington)?
Each of the characters has a good idea what they're getting into -- one more
than the others -- and they're trapped anyway. Khaw is too good a writer to
give us answers, instead offering perception and perspective instead of
breathlessly read Latin or last second info dumps. The house is something
awful, whose very presence draws in and disinhibits the characters like
some twisted combination of a patient spider and Twitter. Horror is thick
on the very ground, the book reeks of ink and soil, decay and rage.
Atmosphere and language wrap around each other like roots in an
abandoned library and Khaw's typically beautiful language becomes
something pheromonic. The characters -- brilliant, brittle, funny Lin
especially -- all know what's about to happen, or what they want to happen,
or what they think should happen. They go along anyway, as much because
there's nothing else they can do as because, on some level, they want to
see what happens next.
This combination of barely contained social rage and persistent, loamy
menace is brought into sharp focus by Khaw's extraordinarily rich language.
The mansion as described is horrifying, and the library full of the husks of
books taken over by wasp's nests and mushroom is a particular
nightmarish location that lingers. Better still, this only heightens the
tension. This house is somewhere no one needs to be, yet here the
wedding party are, alone with the ghost of their own making, haunting and
haunted by her old life.
Nothing But Blackened Teeth is haunted house as crucible, Khaw breaking
their characters on the wheel of constantly escalating tension. Lin, witty,
funny, a permanent outsider and the friend who abandoned Cat, the
protagonist, is doomed by the very outsider status he clings to. Philip, son
of money and as idealized as that money can buy has a temper that only
flares around Faiz, his best friend and closest opponent. Faiz -- textbook
example of how to write people of size by the way -- is fervently in love and

increasingly worried his fiancé, Talia, doesn't feel the same way. Talia, for
her part, is unclear whether she's horrified that Cat had a breakdown, they
slept together, or that Cat's somehow back in their social circle.
Then there's Cat. Khaw writes about her suicide attempt with total
honesty wrapped in pragmatism. Cat is still alive and that process, even
realizing let alone accepting it, has taken constant work. She talks, early on,
about being sealed out of the world by her friends. Cat clings to what her
trauma has gained her, what her friends lack: grounding., context. A scar to
keep them in the moment. Cat's grounding is her wound to carry, the
isolation that drives her her through dual haunted space: the mansion, and
the life her friends built. A life she no longer has any part in. And that
realization is enough to give them all a fighting chance.
Nothing But Blackened Teeth fizzes with the complexity of old friends in
horrible new circumstances, full of anger, resentment, wit and feral life. It's
lyrical, brutal, and the perfect Halloween night read. Available where all
books are sold, including in audio narrated by Suehyla El-Attar.
You can, and should follow Cassandra Khaw on Twitter for their excellent
microfiction threads if nothing else.

The Hardy Effect: The Drop
The likable shlub routine that Hardy would perfect as Venom's boyfriend is born
in The Drop. He plays Bob, a likable bartender at a bar with some very
unpleasant side gigs. He's on screen with the late James Gandolfini basically all
the time. He more than holds his own. Also there is an excellent dog.

Video Description: Tom Hardy and James Gandolfini play the staff of a bar with a
criminal side line that goes very, very badly wrong.

Scarlet Hollow
Episode 2
Editor's note: spoilers for episode one; vague general spoilers for episode
two. The game is a branching narrative, so you may not encounter the
same scenarios and options. Full content warnings for the game are
available here.
Previously! On Scarlet Hollow! CUNG CUNG!
Editor's note: What Alasdair also meant to convey was our review of
Episode 1.
Black Tabby Games' narrative horror game has been a real find this year.
Episode 1 sets up the premise wonderfully: called back to the family home
town of Scarlet Hollow to attend your aunt's funeral, you discover that your
cousin is running the family mine, there are terrible creatures and omens in

the woods, and Gretchen is the best dog ever. Aided by local paranormal
youtuber Stella, local scientist and lookserver Kaneeka, local elder woman
who clearly knows things Sybil and of course, Gretchen T. Dog, you
investigate.
In Part 2 the answer start to arrive and you are NOT ready.

The brilliant scope of the game starts to unfold in this instalment and it
breaks down into two major scenes. You can, and should, visit the local
corner store to talk to Miles, Kaneeka's younger brother. But the episode
pivots around the extended research stint you have in the library. This is all
player-led exposition but it's presented in such a way that not only do you
get two new characters to talk to (and a cat!) but you also get context if not
answers for what you've already experienced.
This really is a game that rewards coming to it fresh so I'm working really
hard on keeping spoiler free here but there's a moment in this sequence
which really bakes in the claustrophobia of the town. Something you
research is depicted on a mural in the library a keen eye'd player spots on
the way in. There's a tiny echo of Pawnee's magnificently terrifying
municipal murals here but there's also a louder echo of the screams of
dying miners and the ethical foundations of a town being shaken to their
core.
Plus Professor Hot Stuff and Pixel arrive and they're both great fun. Oscar,
in the back there, is the town librarian, father to Rosalina and staff to Pixel.
He's funny and kind and smart and a little rubbish. He and his family are
also sleeping in the library due to an ongoing event which is so clearly going

to be a part of a future episode it practically introduces itself before sitting
patiently in the corner with a cup of tea to wait it's turn. That sounds like
I'm mocking the game and believe me I'm not. This writing style is
something Scarlet Hollow does a lot and it works fantastically well. The
terrifying creatures at the end of the first episode are revealed, here, to be
a symptom not a problem. The mine, the industrial heart of the town, is
revealed to be both a terrifying monument to the lost and a stark reminder
of the town's past.
Scarlet Hollow is a town where nothing is easy, nothing is cheap and
nothing is simple and the library sequence pays all of that off brilliantly.
Plus if you took the TALKS TO ANIMALS trait Pixel is both tremendous fun
and best buds with the world's best potato dog.
Now, let's go underground.

You see that look on everyone's faces? How even Gretchen is going 'I'm not
ENTIRELY sure this is the best idea? And I'm a dog'? Yeah. They're all right.
Guess where you're going anyway?
I LOVE this sequence, and I love it because it does one of the hardest things
in horror: it shows you something you absolutely do not want to do, helps
you do it anyway, and then rewards you with vast amounts of character
and plot.
Editor's note: This next section is absolutely a spoiler for episode one.
Scarlet Hollow's episode two also does a fantastic piece of player pastoral

care I want to talk about for a second. Episode 1 finishes with a choice
between letting two characters die. One of them is Gretchen and it is very,
very horrible. There's a moment halfway through the mine sequence where
Kaneeka agrees to head back to the surface, and takes Gretchen with her.
There's a very clear reassurance to this, an implicit message that the
world's best dog will not face danger again. That's both deeply considerate
and massively appreciated.
Editor's note: End of spoiler.
Before heading into the dark you talk to the miners, including the possiblyno-longer-alive-or-human Wayne, getting a sense that the troubles of the
past are what the present is built on. Then you see Professor Ho-Oscar's
daughter Rosalina sneak into the abandoned mineshaft and things get
TWISTY and the narrative collapses down into a single room. In the space
of, for us, about three extremely tense hours it explore the obligations of
family, the generation chasm that always exists in small towns, the very
distinct possibility that two of the characters used to date, the different
ways we grieve, the terrible history of the town mines and abusive
relationships. It does all this in the literal shadow of something clearly
supernatural that only ever gets closer.
It's one of the most intense gaming experiences I've had and that's amazing
because it's all still images! All you have are dialogue choices but each one
is so laden with meaning and implication it really does feel like an incredibly
high stakes moment and trust me, it is. The mines aren't as deserted as the
town has been led to believe and the Ditchlings from episode 1 are just the
beginning...

We got lucky. We made the right choices and we got everyone out of the
mine if not unharmed then certainly alive. Other options are far grimmer
and as with episode 1, one of the most interesting elements of Scarlet
Hollow is that sense of other stories whistling past. Catastrophes out in the
dark and always one choice away from getting closer. Like the Ditchlings,
and the creatures that come after them and of course, episode 3...
I LOVE this game. It's endlessly clever and funny and weird. Abby Howard's
hand-drawn art is startlingly atmospheric and gorgeous; I seriously hope
they release an art book after the final instalment is released. Horror rarely
looks this good and if you have an even slight fondness for the genre or for
video games, you should pay a visit to Scarlet Hollow. Just don't go down
the mines...
Scarlet Hollow Episodes 1 and 2 are available now. If you'd like to see us play
the final tense instalment, Vodhalla awaits you. Episode 3 is currently in
development and scheduled for a January 2022 release and we can't wait.
Horror music machine Brandon Boone has created the excellent
soundtracks for the game. The next Bandcamp Friday, where the site

waives its fees and ensures artists get a bigger cut, is on the 5th of
November.

The Hardy Effect: Locke
Tom Hardy in a car. That's it. That's the movie. Except it's not. As construction
foreman Ivan Locke, on the eve of the most important job of his life, Hardy does
a fantastic job playing a man who is either throwing it all away or running
towards what he truly wants depending on where you stand. A blisteringly good
performance in a movie that's brave enough to just do one thing incredibly well.
Video Description: Alone in a car for 90 minutes, Tom Hardy as Ivan Locke destroys
his life and perhaps rebuilds it again.
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Lower Depths
Editor's note: spoilers for the finale of Star Trek: Lower Decks season 2.
Meet Kimolou and Matt. They're Starfleet officers. They're also Beluga
whales. In the next 500 words I will explain why their appearance on Lower
Decks' barnstorming season 2 finale embodies everything that makes the
show not just great but one of the most impressive takes on Star Trek ever.

Start the clock.
Cetacean Ops is a canonical in-joke dating back to TNG. You can read about
the on-air references here. The idea is actually rather lovely: that the
cetacean officers act as navigational and science staff to help steer
Starfleet's warp-capable skyscrapers around the galaxy. It's implied, but
never said out loud to my knowledge, that this is a direct result of the
whales saved by the former Enterprise command crew in Star Trek IV: The
Voyage Home. Which is the best Star Trek movie. That is a Science Fact.
'First First Contact' could easily just used the whales as a fun in-joke. Given
the same episode references weirdo Captains who carry riding crops and
the Rubber Ducky Room the energy is very much there. Instead, the
Cetacean Ops scene is central to basically everything that happens in the
episode and the season. It's where Boimler gets the hero moment he's
been convinced he isn't capable of. It's where Tandi takes command in a
manner we're definitely seeing again and where Mariner listens to her
friends instead of dragging them around by the com badge. It's also where
Kimolou and Matt spend a LOT of time trying to get Rutherford to skinny
dip with them but, y'know, cetaceans.
This sort of narrative multi-tasking is where showrunner Mike
McMahan just excels. He turns a three episode running joke into a crucible
where three of his four leads answer the call to adventure and the fourth
starts down the road to realizing his life hasn’t been his own for a while. It’s
also, in the hands of animators Titmouse and director Jason Zurek, a
moment of actual scale in an episode full of them. The Cerritos has always
felt like a warp-capable tow truck but this episode it feels MASSIVE. The
glorious pulp lunacy of Mariner and definitely-soon-to-be-girlfriend
Andorian Jen literally hanging onto the edges of the bridge, now open to
space, and yelling steering directions is brilliant. The copper-coloured hullless hot rod Cerritos is even better. The fact Cetacean Ops is both front and
centre and vital? Cherry on a very well-made cake.
I’m very fond of all the current iterations of Trek but none moreso than
Lower Decks. It loves Star Trek utterly and takes great delight in tweaking its
nose. This episode, it not only does that but reminds us why Starfleet as an
organization is so attractive. Volunteers, sometimes brilliant, often not,
occasionally aquatic, doing their best to save the day. You see it in the Aplot, with the rescue of the USS Archimedes and their attempts to rescue
themselves. You see it in the B-plots with the various Lower Deckers
stepping up. And finally, you see it in the ending. Captain Beckett in chains,
and her crew united in horror and loyalty. I wouldn’t bet against them.

Starfleet’s best FTL tow truck is on the case and now, at last, so is Cetacean
Ops.
Stop the clock. Fifteen words to spare! Self five!
Lower Decks is fantastic and the first two seasons are on Amazon Prime and
Paramount+ now. There's even cetacean ops merch now and that beach
towel must be mine!

Want More?

Books

Signal Boost

Leahcrowley2020's new book, Testament, is out next month.
Understatesmen does the BEST work and I'm delighted to see The
Dawnhounds get a cover and a launch date!
Madeleine Swann's new collection. The Sharp End of the Rainbow, is out
next February,.
Queen of Swords newest, Obviously, Aliens by Jennie Goloboy lands
on November 1st and is up for preorder now. It's 'funny sf, talking
corgis, wild road trips and Doges' and yes I am absolutely sold.
Paul John Lyon's new book, The Bennington Boy is currently free on
Kindle.

Comics
Kevin Gunstone brings news of Future Primitive's IndieGogo campaign.
Paracelsus creates a comic called Twelve Saints for Metal Cathedral.
JosephSFarrar's excellent Horror comic Bump will be launching its
second issue just in time for Halloween next week!
Stu Perrins @theZanker and @GravelleRon have a comic series called
ChronoCat,published by @Markosia, available now and issue 1 is 79p
on Comixology.
Hashtags and Shenanigans
The #deadlydetective continues to be a vastly fun evolution of the also
excellent #dailydetective. I was especially pleased to see Harry
D'Amour show up this week.
Music
The next Bandcamp Friday, where the site waives its fees and ensures
artists get a bigger cut, is on (remember, remember) the 5th of November.
One of my first editors, Antony Johnson, is a writer, editor, podcaste
and musician and his latest album, Silancaeon: Ritualis Obscura, is out
next week.
The utterly delightful Nico Vettese (@WeTalkOfDreams) has just
announced his album and anthology podcast series!
The original score to The Tower Part 2 is now available for pre-order
on Bandcamp.
Podcasting
If This Goes On explores speculative fiction and the SFF community
through the lenses of hope and resistance so you know it's my jam.
Their most recent episode features Janae Phillips of Fandom Forward
and Ben Bauman of the new Paizo Union.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here
get in touch.

The Hardy Effect: Warrior
Warrior is the single genuinely great MMA movie although I have high hopes for
Bruised. It's one of those films that just lands every single shot it throws. There's
a great Nick Nolte performance, a fantastically good turn from Joel Edgerton in
the lead and Frank Grillo visibly working out how to be a Frank Grillo character,
basically in real time. But Hardy, carrying that hulking musculature he'd
perfected with Bronson and Bane, is what you can't take your eyes off. If you
watch nothing else, watch the moment Tommy is played to the cage by the
Marines and what Hardy does with minimal movement and reaction. Just
amazing work.
Video Description: Tom Hardy and Joel Edgerton play estranged brothers who both
come to a high end MMA contest for different reasons and end up processing their
difficult relationship with each other and their father in the cage.

Where You Can Find Me This
Week

Working Away

Pushing hard to get my PseudoPod and Escape Pod duties written out
to the end of the year. So my brain is currently halfway between this
and this. Which it usually is to be fair.
Finished my booth time for the secret thing! Just pick ups to go!
Twitch

We begin Last Stop! Come and see Molly, the best kid ever! Also
terrifyingly accurate simulations of shitty London jobs! And... Aliens?!
Maybe?!
And on Wednesday, we brought the classic literature spoops with a
reading of O Whistle and I'll Come To You, My Lad by M.R. James. Here
are the Show Notes.
Podcast Land
PseudoPod 779: Trowel, Brush, Bones
Written by Audrey R. Hollis and narrated by Ibba Armancas
Hosted by Alasdair Stuart and with audio production by Marty Perrett

Department of Received
Esoteric Printed Goods
On the left!
The Art of Nasa: The Illustrations That Sold The Missions by Piers Bizony. Full of

amazing paintings and part of the research for next month. Also it's really
pretty and I had birthday cash left over.
On the right!
Flowers for the Sea by Zin E. Rocklyn! As ever Portal Bookshop do the best
work and I'm really looking forward to reading this.

The Hardy Effect: Bedtime Stories
CBeebies Bedtime Stories have always been very good at getting massive names
that understand the assignment (DAVE GROHL!!!) and Hardy does a bang-up job.
Because sometimes, you just need buttery man-vocals reading a story about a
tiger.
Video Description: Tom Hardy sits in a garden and reads a bedtime story.

Find me on The Online
Website

Twitter

My Carrd

Award Voting

Hey everyone! Here are some award voting resources for you.
Hugo Award voting is open. Members of DisCon can make their voices
heard between now and November 19th, with winners to be announced
at Worldcon in December 2021. There’s still time to join the convention
and reserve membership with voting rights.
Hugo voting packets are available via DiscCon. They're also (mostly)
available free at my website to everyone.

Signing Off / Playing Out
Thanks for reading, folks! I hope the week went well. Just one more week
until Horror Christmas!
TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can find me,
including the Team KennerStuart Instagram and the Twitters, where this
week I set my location to the Cayman Islands and my Trending Topics tag
moved a full three circles closer to the edge of Hell. Here's how you do
that. Follow us on Twitch to be notified when we go live.
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider
dropping something in the tip jar. And thank you!
Playing us out this week is a collection of the best officer in Starfleet dealing
with the ongoing existential frustration of other people, y'know, EXISTING.
Jet Reno we don't know what we did to deserve you, but we're glad we did
it.
Oh and hey, you know what?

This is a Full Lid.
Video Description: Jet Reno is the best officer in Starfleet.
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